Abstract-For the demand of high speed and high accuracy, the use of active magnetic bearing (AMB) plays a key role in various industries such as clean rooms, compressors and satellites due to their contactless nature. In this research, two other control options for high speed machine were designed based on the optimal output feedback and H∞ output feedback control methods to improve the radical and axial position regulation of AMB. The output feedback control gain matrix with the minimum performance index is obtained by solving the Riccati equation and fed back to the system in order to achieve the system's performance. The above designed controllers can efficiently regulate the radial and axial directions position deviation of for AMB systems. Simulations for the two control methods were carried out using Matlab and Simulink for AMB system models. Results show that the H∞ output feedback controller has a better position deviation control performance over the optimal output feedback under condition of decreasing the disturbance of reaction. Finally, simulations results demonstrate that the H∞ Output Feedback is effective.
INTRODUCTION
The advantages of AMB, such as contactless and frictionless operation in normal running, without lubrication, make them virtually maintenance free and attractive for various applications [1] . AMB systems need efficient and precise position regulation control design. However, the research since many years led to different position regulation control techniques. Control design for active magnetic bearings (AMB) is an advanced topic for control engineers, applied to high-speed rotating systems. Nan-Chyuan Tsai [2] has presented H ∞ controller based on Kharitonov Theory and generalized Nyquist Stability Criterion to analyze stability of the MIMO closed-loop system. Sivrioglu et al. [3] have enhanced the efficiency of energy storage flywheel supported with AMB by integrating H ∞ control and multiple-equilibriums linearization. P Schroder et al. [4] have overcome the difficulty of obtaining an accurate model of the electrical pump running on active magnetic bearings, the control system is achieved from within a commercial CACSD software using H 2 and H ∞ measures of tracking as design objectives. K.Y. Zhu [5] has suppressed effectively the gyroscopic effort caused by the outside disturbances and model uncertainties through Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) optimal control technique. Jr-Yi Shen [6] has demonstrated that linear quadratic regulator (LQR) performed better than linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) controllers for a flywheel energy storage device that incorporates a radial flux hybrid permanent magnetic bearing.
In contrast to all the above works, most of the above works are limited to the H ∞ control and optimal control. Stabilization of linear systems by output feedback is the basic question in control engineering. A survey of output feedback design results is presented in [7] [8] . However, the computation of optimal control and H∞ control of prescribed order and of output-feedback controllers are non-convex problems, and so are difficult to confront. Main objective of this research is to apply optimal output feedback and H ∞ output feedback controller to regulate the rotor radical position deviations of the AMB systems in four degrees of freedom. The controller design presented by W.S. Levine [9] and Gadewadikar [10] are adopted herein. It is important to point out that only output feedback based on H ∞ control for complex magnetic bearing systems with rotor eccentricity has been demonstrated by Sae Kyu Nam [11] , Davoodi, M [12] , Jamshidi, F [13] and Shi-Jing Huang [14] . So, this work is the maiden effort towards improving the magnetically suspended high speed spindle's radical direction displacement control performance using output-feedback controllers of optimal control and H∞ control. It is shown that for the AMB systems model H-Infinity output feedback performs better than optimal output feedback if disturbance exists.
The paper is organized as follows: an illustration of AMB system and its mathematical model are established first in Section 2. Section 3 presents two approaches to regulate x-and y-direction radial position, namely the optimal output feedback controller design and H ∞ output Project Supported by Jiangsu Province Natural Science Fund (BK2012707), "Six Talents Peak" in Jiangsu Province, China 
II. DYNAMICS OF AMB SYSTEM
The studied magnetic bearing-rotor system for a high speed machine is shown in Fig. 1 Fig. 2 , are also included in the derivation of the dynamics model. The platform is representative of realistic magnetic bearing-rotor system for a high speed machine shown in Fig.2 . O is defined as the mass center and also the origin of the coordinate (x, y, z). Ω is the spinning speed of the rotor. a and b is the angular displacement from the equilibrium point, about axis-x and axis-y, respectively. l b and l u are the distances of AMB A, AMB B and (radial) gap sensor from the mass center of the rotor, respectively.
The rotor is assumed as a rigid body. By using Newton's second law, the rotor has five degrees of freedom and its equations of motions can be described as follows:
where θ x and θ y are the angular displacements of the rod. m, J d are the mass and transverse moment of inertia of the rotor about x (or y ). F pq ( p=a and b, q= x and y) is the radial magnetic force induced by a pair of AMB in the lateral direction. F z is the axial magnetic force. q= x is referred to the AMB set at (A) and q= y to the AMB set at (B) in Fig. 2 Owing to small lateral position deviation of the rotor, the deviation of the rotor can be represented by the air gap with respect to AMB, that is
where x a , y a , x b , y b and z a are the air gaps between rotor and AMB sets in the x-, y-and z-direction, respectively.
In terms of applied control currents and position deviation of the rotor, the dynamics of the rotor can be rewritten by substituting Eqs. (2)- (3) into Eqs. (1): 
( 
The control input vector can be written as U=(i ax , i ay , 
The control output vector can be written as 
It can be seen from (4)- (6) that the state equation of the 5-degrees-of-freedom AMB Spindle is a 10-input and 5-output strong-coupled MIMO system. A step disturbances d(t) is introduced in simulations to verify disturbance rejection properties of the design. The state model for the magnetic bearing system can be obtained:
where y is the measurement. A, B, C and D are system matrix, input matrix, output matrix and disturbance matrix, respectively, and defined as follows: 
N
In this research, we use three air gap sensors to measure the radial an axial deviations of rotor and results are then fed back to an on-board microprocessor. That is, one is to measure the rotor position deviation in x-axis while the other two is to measure the rotor position deviation in y-axis and z-axis, respectively. The 5-degrees-of-freedom AMB is a state-dependent system with nonnegligible external disturbance. Fig. 2 shows the state trajectories when the system is at rest and experiencing a disturbance which f dx is affecting the x-direction and f dy is affecting the y-direction. Therefore, a control strategy to account for disturbances is absolutely required. 
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The optimal output feedback method works to minimize the following quadratic performance index (PI)
where Q T =Q≥0 and R T =R>0. This performance index is evaluated subject to the initial condition x 0 , Levine [9] has assumed x 0 to be a random variable with known covariance   0 0 0 T E x x X , E{·} represents the expected value. When the optimal control problem has a solution, the feedback gain is determined by solving the following three coupled nonlinear matrix design equations of the form [9] 
where A o =A-BKC is assumed to be stable closed loop system matrix and X=x(0)x T (0). The first two of these are Lyapunov equation and the third is an equation for the gain K. we can assume that R is positive definite and CSC T is nonsingular, so the optimal output feedback gain K can be obtained by
IV. OPTIMAL H∞ OUTPUT FEEDBACK CONTROL ALGORITHM
Optimal output feedback gain is determined by solving three coupled matrix design equations in [15] [16] [17] (14) where
y  are the state, input and output vectors, respectively, and A, B, C are matrices with constant real coefficients and appropriate dimensions. The dynamics system (14) is depicted in Figure 3 . The output feedback stabilization problem for system (14) consists in finding, if possible, a control law described by
where, K is an m×p matrix of constant feedback coefficients to be chosen to minimize the performance index (PI) of the system. Where d is a disturbance input and z is the performance output that satisfies
System (14) is said to be output feedback stabilizable if there exists a real matrix F such that A+BFC has all its eigenvalues with negative real part. We make the following standing assumptions. For all T≥0 and all d∈L 2 (0, T), with x(0) =0. The L 2 -gain problem is equivalent to the solvability of the zero-sum game [18] . 
This proves the closed-loop system stability. To prove its asymptotic stability it suffices to note that there is no n x  such that ( ( ))=0 0 V x t t  since, by assumption, the pair (A, Q 1/2 ) is observable. In this paper, it has been proved (Gadewadikar et al. [10] ) that an optimal H ∞ output feedback can be solved if there exists a matrix P≥0 that satisfies the following Riccati equation:
where the matrix P>0 satisfy the following Riccati equation 11 2 1 0
output feedback control gain K is easily found by calculating Riccati equation solution P in Eq. (21) using MATLAB and its robust control toolbox, which are the most effective tool to solve H ∞ control problems in [19] . The influence of the weighting matrices Q and R are the investigated by setting the arbitrary coefficients of the matrices. This method avoids the shortcomings and great difficulties of Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation.
V. ANALYSIS OF THE FIVE-AXIS VERTICAL AMB SYSTEMS
To test the performance of the AMB systems control for the designed optimal output feedback and H ∞ output feedback control methods. Simulations have been carried out for each of radical direction independently. In this research, the nominal operation range of spinning speed is set at 10 K rpm. The nominal values of the parameters used in the simulations are chosen as Table 1 .
Take axial direction and one of radial directions of spindle, for example. Define A N , B N , C N , D N as the corresponding system matrix, input matrix, output matrix and disturbance matrix at spinning speed 10 K rpm. The eigenvalues of the open-loop system can be obtained as follows:
1.6249±0.6228i, 1.3454±0.0350i, -1.6249±0.6228i, -1.3454±0.0350i and ±5.0990.
It is obvious that the open-loop five-axis AMB system is unstable. Here, a more effective controller is needed. It is required to select the output-feedback gains to yield stability with stabilized closed-loop response. We can select the control gain K using MATLAB in a few seconds using the above mentioned algorithms described in the earlier section for the given γ, Q, and R. After repeating the design several times, the values of Q and R are chosen as follows: When the initialization of x was 0.1 mm, y was 0.03 mm and z was 0 mm, a step disturbances d(t) was introduced in simulations to verify the test for static levitation characteristic which had a nicer result. We plotted the response with x-, y-and z-direction according to H-Infinity output gain matrix given in equation (24) and the optimal output-feedback gain matrix given in equation (25), time response for a step command is shown in Figure 4 , Figure 5 and Figure 6 , respectively. From the above performance comparison plots, we can see that the adjusting time of position deviation accuracies of the H ∞ output feedback controller are less than that of optimal output feedback controller in the x-, y-and z-direction. It is worthwhile to point out that the simulation results for H-Infinity output feedback controller with the prescribed loops have shown a better levitation performance compared to the performance of the optimal output feedback controller when disturbance was introduced. At the same time, the simulation results have also shown that the steady-state error of system approaches to 0 and the overshoot of system is very small. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the dynamics of the AMB is established and found that the open-loop system is unstable. In order to improve the time response of the system, a more effective controller is needed. Static levitation and high-speed rotation of five degree of freedom AMB is successfully performed which use this control system with H-Infinity output feedback and optimal output feedback algorithm. Compare with optimal output-feedback controller, simulation results show that H-Infinity optimal output feedback gives superior results when disturbance is present.
